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Where we found the greatest spaces for connection — the presence of connection

and the opportunity to cultivate greater connection — was perhaps the bigger

surprise: dinner.”
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and 

The Power of Breaking Bread

boeuf à la mode

The Decline of Community

Annals of Family Medicine
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The Rise of a Disconnected Workforce

Could this simple act of breaking bread be a tool in the �ght against burnout?”
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The Factors Driving Ful�llment

It was remarkable how buoyed they became when they discovered that they

weren’t alone — when their ideas were listened to and their values and aspirations

welcomed with curiosity and exploration.”
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The Birth of a Movement

New York Times 

Our Towns

Could hundreds of nationwide, local gatherings over dinner salve the healer’s soul

and ignite a kind of revival of connection and purpose in health care? The jury is

still out, but the early wins are compelling.”
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Nice article! I, too, have been very concerned about the increasing sense of "isolation" in medicine today,
particularly in private practice. Dinners are a start. I think "team-based care" is the central answer.

Terri�c article! I'm a retired psychiatrist who did group psychotherapy, out of the o�ce 7 years, and have
participated in a number of other political and professional groups. Lots of people need these "breaking bread"
groups which the Europeans started in cafes and the Irish in pubs centuries ago. John Frey had it right-on in his
article, which matched my experience in �ve states during the 70's, 80's, 90's. Do you pay for the meals? Fancy
or modest? Can I come to some? I have found since retirement that a good many lonely Americans of all ages
need something like this and am working to set some such groups up. Thanks for putting it out there for
doctors to consider (if only they can get away from their laptops for a bit).

Steve Barrett

March 20, 2019 at 11:01 am

Thank you! Team based care is absolutely part of the solution; learning how to "team well" is part of the
challenge. I'm heartened to hear that clinicians like yourself are embracing a more collaborative model.

Elizabeth Metraux

March 20, 2019 at 1:36 pm

William Houghton

March 20, 2019 at 12:33 pm
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Thanks for an interesting article on connecting with cinio (welsh for food!)

One valuable aspect of my reserve deployment to Iraq was meals with my corpsmen and fellow providers. It was
collegial and an opportunity to decompress.

Now everyone is TOO BUSY, a phrase I’ve come to hate. Most physicians who have served in a combat zone
seem to agree that in many ways it’s easier than practice back home.

pritpal singh

March 24, 2019 at 1:45 pm

David Scott, MD

March 27, 2019 at 10:03 am

Thank you for this wonderful article. We have been exploring these ideas in our healthcare community
in Boise. We o�ered a facilitated evening "salon" at our most recent conference and rented a local cafe
for our monthly physician discussion group (modeled a�er the Mayo groups).

These forums for connection and conversation have been nourishing in so many ways. They have
provided opportunities for physicians to meet with peers in relaxed settings, express shared
experiences and renew relationships. In addition, they have inspired many in our healthcare community
to work together to address the high levels of physician burnout.

In fact, we recently discussed the value of creating a "movement" rooted in relaxed opportunities for
conversation and engagement between physicians and healthcare system executives in an e�ort to
enhance understanding and inspire collaborative action at organizational and system levels. Providing a
healthy meal is a given.

Deb Roman

March 27, 2019 at 12:30 pm
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A very apt and engaging article. I couldn’t agree more that sharing experiences over a meal with colleagues is
indeed supportive, bonding and inspiring. Having organised many such gatherings over the years I will continue
the e�ort for all our well-beings.

What a fantastic article which highlights the power of connection and community to combat the moral injury
we're all experiencing. While, I am completely supportive of the concepts as presented, one needs to have the
TIME to be able to enable these connections. When a practitioner rises at 4:30-5:30 am every day, is subjected
to overwhelming workloads and responsibilities non-stop for 12-16+ hours a day (no lunch, no down time, no
breaks), with added burdens of a�er hour activities from meetings to chart work, etc., the prospects of
"breaking bread" seems like a pipe dream. Perhaps, this approach will work in disciplines where the work load is
easily de�ected or not urgent but for real physicians it is not realistic.

Let’s not forget the impact leadership at our local societies can have—at the Society of Hospital
Medicine Michigan Chapter we’ve been having dinner meetings quarterly—with up to eight di�erent
health systems represented, across 4 di�erent sites using a tech enabled platform. At our largest
meeting yet wed had 100 hospitalists show up for dinner, a speaker (Kirk Brower MD) followed a panel
discussion with local system leaders) on wellness/burnout. One of our aims has been to create
fellowship while sharing updates that impact our practice.

Anita Hart MD FACP SFHM

March 31, 2019 at 7:43 am

Felicity Bennett

April 03, 2019 at 3:34 pm

David Hallman

April 03, 2019 at 6:40 pm
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It is realistic, but requires a fundamental change in how we think about ourselves as heroes. It took me
years to realize that it was not necessary for me to say yes to everything and that I did not have to do
everything or see every patient sent my way. It took me years to get control of my schedule. I used
APPs and was happy to let then generate time for me as a start. I do not know what your specialty is, but
the �rst step is learning to really say no, to getting o� the treadmill and take a genuine look at what you
really want. If it is time, you have to give up revenue. If it is revenue you have to give up time. If we want
a life, we have to stop killing ourselves because we think we have to. Your are too valuable to feel this
way. It is hard, especially when, if you are employed or in an underserved area, the control is not entirely
yours. Good luck!

Marc Rovner

April 16, 2019 at 10:21 am

I concur with all of your sentiments, David. I am an RN clinical manager for a home health team. Our
patients are high acuity, with > 15 meds, multiple chronic diseases, some with memory issues and
family members too busy to help. We’ve instituted daily huddles to discuss patients, which takes 30-45
minutes out of my clinicians already jam packed schedules. Time intensive charting, travel time, new
government forms to complete added every year...cuts in to actual treatment time and therapeutic
relationships. Nurse burnout —> frequent call outs—> overworked sta� —> more call outs —>
implement telehealth for less frequent nursing visits—> tech savvy-less older patient population
doesn’t like the tablet—> “where’s my nurse, I don’t want a di�erent nurse each visit” —> decrease
patient satisfaction score. I truly love patient care and home health but it has become so di�cult to
manage a team, meet the regulatory requirements of daily operations, do payroll and productivity
spreadsheets, �eld patient complaints and service recovery, on board and train new team members,
�eld team member questions and concerns, lock and calculate charts....the list goes on and on. Now
add to my plate patient visits in the �eld because they need to be seen by a nurse this week, evening
triage phone calls and part-time classes to obtain my BSN. All of this equates to a demoralized RN with
10 years of home health experience and 3 years of ICU experience heading to an insurance desk job.
Because if I don’t, I will be the one taking > 15 meds.

Jennifer

April 20, 2019 at 10:15 pm
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SHARE

I enjoyed the article thoroughly. I do remember the days when every hospital in Queens County in New York
used to have dining room/area for doctors in the cafeteria. Food o�en was free or heavily subsidized. This gave
an opportunity for doctors to mingle, talk about their patients, arrange social events, and grab a bite before
they went on with the next task.These brief breaks help reduce stress level. These have simply become relics of
the past.

I support the premise that an interactive professional community is essential to preventing burnout. I believe
as do others that "burnout" is foremost a consequence of our obscured professional ethical compass. Since
medical ethics are shaped by the collective morals and principles of our colleagues, it is essential that we be
a�orded the opportunity to informally seek guidance from our peers to alleviate our moral angst.

My uncle, Sverre Nielsen, was the executive director of the Norwegian Psychological Association and is still a
senior advisor for them. He has always been a proponent of taking lunch together as an organization. There
was an unspoken rule at his o�ce that no one was “allowed” to work through lunch. I have seen this in practice
at an FQHC when I conducted a site visit, and they invited me to join them at lunch. loved it!

J.G. Bhat, MD

April 16, 2019 at 10:05 am

M. Carmen Meerschaert, M.D., M.B.H.L

April 16, 2019 at 3:29 pm

Trudy Bearden

April 24, 2019 at 11:13 pm
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INTERVIEW by  NIRAV R. SHAH & THOMAS H. LEE

Physicians must hone the “four Cs” — critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and

creativity — when…
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